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STATEMENT OF A WITNESS

In the matter of:

Changran HUANG

Place:

Firearms Registry

Date:

25 June 2019

I Name:

Monica CATTERALL

STATES:

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared, if
necessary, to give in court as a witness . The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I
have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
2. I am 55 years of age.
3. I am an employee of the New South Wales Police Force (NSWPF), Firearms Registry for the
past 13 years and have done various roles with the NSWPF Firearms Registry, including ,
Customer Service Representative , Coordinator of the 'Call Centre', Permit to Acquire Officer,
Coordinator of Clubs.
4. New South Wales Police Force, Firearms Registry is responsible for the administration of
Firearms Licences , Weapons Permits and the management of Firearms registrations, safe
storage and the movement of all firearms within the state of New South Wales.
5. The NSWPF Firearms Registry has a number of computer systems that are used to facilitate
the core business of the registry, they are
a) Computerised Operational Policing System (COPS) which holds all persons ' details that
have an interaction with the NSWPF and their associated events or Police interactions .
b) Integrated Licensing System (ILS) which the main source of information that relates to
and Registration of Firearms.
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Statement of Monica CATTERALL
In the matter of Changran HUANG
c) Firearms Management System (FMS) is the computer system that holds information
and digitally scanned documents of all Firearms Licence holders.
d) PRes Suite Computer System , which is utilised for the electronic creation of paper
based forms , letters and other documents that are automatically created for mailing to
Firearms licence holders and other applicants .
6. As a result of contact from Investigator Kelly MOORHOUSE NSW ICAC , I had cause to make a
number of enquires of the following NSWPF computer systems,
a) COPS, in which I searched for the name Changran HUANG and date of birth
I note there is an NSW Driver licence record attached to this person's identity, I
am not able to confirm the creation of this record . There is also an additional record
that is dates 10th December 2016. In this COPS system there is a link to the ILS record.
b) ILS, a search of this computer system shows that Chang ran HUANG made contact
once only with the Firearms Registry for the purpose of making an application for a
firearms licence, which I created.
c)

FMS , I checked this system and there are no records held , meaning no completed
Firearms Licence Application was returned to the Firearms Registry for processing .

7. In brief, the normal process (during 2015) for making a Firearms Licence Application is as
follows , a member of the public would make telephone contact with the NSWPF Firearms
Registry and request for a Firearms Licence Application. The 'Call Centre' would field the
telephone enquiry, conducted preliminary computer searches , create an application form with
all the identification fields being prepopulated . The ILS application process would then create a
digital file , that the 'PRes' system would cause the printed licence application to be mailed to
the applicant. The licence holder would complete the licence application by hand , sign and date
it before mailing it back to the registry for processing .
8. On this day, 25 th June 2019, I checked computer records held at the NSWPF Firearms
Registry, and I can confirm that on the 3 August 2015 , I was working in the NSW Firearms
Registry, within the 'Call Centre' and my allotted duties were to answer all incoming calls and
s to their requests. I was working as part of a team of people who

Witness:
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In the matter of

Monica CATTERALL
Changran HUANG

were all on similar allotted duties. Each staff member, including myself would answer between
80 to 100 calls per allotted shift.
9. I have no personal recollection of this particular call , but records indicate that, at 15:37 hours,
on the 3 August 2015, I received a phone call from a person who identified themselves as
Changran HUANG

DOB:
Male
Phone number:
10. Our internal processes include, when a new Firearms Licence 'Applicant' makes contact with
the 'call centre', a search of the COPS system is conducted to confirm the identity of the
applicant and if they are known to the NSWPF. Each person who has formal contact with the
NSWPF is then identified with a Central Names Index (CNI) number, allocated when a report is
created . If the new applicant making the enquiry, requesting a Firearms Licence Application is
a new person to the COPS system , then the Application process will create a new NSW CNI
number, but if I am able to identify that the person has already been identified with a CNI
number, I would attach their new application to their existing CNI number. I cannot confirm if I
created a new CNI number for Changran HUANG . Currently COPS records indicate that there
is only one CNI attached to only one Changran HUANG .
11 . ILS records indicate that the application process worked in terms that the documentation was
mailed out to Changran HUANG correctly , but the completed forms were never received back
to the registry. The licence application was never processed for this person and no other
records or licences exist.
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